FLIGHT FOR EXCELLENCE

SUMMARY
François Le Vot is an extraordinary aerobatic champion. After a 24-year career
as an Airdefense pilot, he started international competitions. He became one
of the best pilots ever. To find out more about aerobatic and François Le Vot,
discover his passion, his team and his planes by leafing through that book…
ready to take off!

François Le Vot
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“Every flight is a challenge!”

FLV partnership takes part in the developement of customer loyalty and commercial
canvassing process. It helps to target your best customers and to enhance your brand
network by involving media, institutional investors, clients, suppliers, etc.
FLV partnership can be used to strenghten internal cohesion,either to employees or to
members : accreditations, guided airport tours, meeting the pilot, etc.
This sponsoring pack aims to ask funding with the opportunity to take part in François
Le Vot’s success, as he challenges to win the RedBull Air Race and stay a master in
aerobatic competitions and meetings.
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AEROBATIC

AEROBATIC

KEY DATES

A DREAM
SPONSORSHIP
Pylon Air Race and aerobatics are peculiar disciplines : extreme, artistic, mechanical and
technological at the same time. These sports are innovative, federating and exciting.
François Le Vot is pleased to invite you to be part of it becoming an FLV’stabled sponsor.

Sensational sport
Pilots and their aerial Formula 1 offer exceptional shows as racing or doing aerobatics.
The proposed figures are striking: tendrils, kicks, hovering flights or in reverse,
François Le Vot Special! Such feats and achievment fully in control, added to the plane’s
technical performance and the pilot’s physical and mental commitments get people
rocking.
That’s the reason why this kind of exhibitions attracts audiences and media all over the
world.

Sports of excellence
Air race or aerobic require extreme concentration, medical fitness and an insatiable will
for perfection. The high level of technicity related to planes or to flying leaves no room for
approximation. Only the best team will do in this particular environement. One mistake on
a plane while it is in the air is sometimes the last mistake. Risk control became a second
nature, improve with experience.
Partners, audience, race’s organizers, pilots, every people interested in aerial sports get
and look for unic sensations, no other sport can give.
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1913 : first aerobatic figures by Adolphe Pégoud (France) and Piotr
Nesterov (Russia).
1914-1918 : fighter pilots invented and improved aerobatic figures:
restoring, offensive and defensive rolls, pursuit, etc.
1930 : aerobatic became a form of entertainment more than a real
competitive sport .
1934 : french aeroclub organized the first aerobatic international
exhibition on the 9th and 10th of June in Paris. That Championship
attracted more than 150,000 visitors. The winner was German pilot
Gerhard Fieseler with his F2 Tiger.
1936 : in july was held the International championship in Berlin related
to the Summer Olympic Games.
1938 : first mention of the name « voltige aérienne » (aerobatic)
created by one of the founders of « la Patrouille de France », General
Fleurquin.
1955 : first international competition, the Lockheed Trophy in Great
Britain. It was synonymous with excellence and took place every year
from1955 to 1965.
1960 : first World Aerobatic Championship by the International
Aeronautic Federation (takes place every other year).
1965 : first European Aerobatic Championship.
2005 : started the most extreme competition: FAI Red Bull Air Race
World Championship Series.
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AEROBATIC

AEROBATIC

KEY FIGURES
French Aerobatic Championship 2016
5 days – 40 pilots – 30 000 spectators
European Aerobatic Championship Unlimited 2016
9 days – 15 countries represented – 40 000 spectators
28th World Aerobatic Championship Unlimited 2015
9 days - 60 pilots – 18 countries represented
Over 50 000 spectators

EXCEPTIONAL
MEETINGS

RedBull Air Race 2016 – 8 rounds over the world
Arab Emirates, Spielberg (Austria), Chiba (Japan),
Budapest (Hungary), Ascot (Great Britain),
Lausitzring (Germany), Indianapolis and Las Vegas (USA),
more than one million direct spectators and
more than 2 billion people hit.

An exceptional sport means exceptional competitions: aerobatic as Pylones’races attract the crowds.
• The Red Bull Air Race World Tour shows the fourteen best pilots ever.
This competition takes place during one year. Countries are selected for their international appeal
(Dubai, USA, Japan, etc.) Its reputation is exceptional.
• The FAI (« Fédération Aéronautique Internationale ») European and International Aerobatic championships.
These competitions take place for a few days in a host country. They do attract medias and people from all around
the world.
• International or local airshows are fascinated meetings. They take place in capitals, touristic places, and attract
cosmopolitan and numerous crowds.
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AEROBATIC

LA VOLTIGE AÉRIENNE

COMMUNICATION AND
MANAGEMENT KEY
ENABLER
Aerobatic and Air Race convey great values and qualities such
as courage, pugnacity, excellence, precision, etc. That makes
this discipline a great way to comunicate and to get all its own
partners, employees, and clients involved. François Le Vot is a
world-famous pilot. He has already won pestigious championships
and competions. He will help to take you to prestigious and elitist
Aerobatic’s universe. The partnership can be thought on your
target basis:
Redbull Air Race partnership*
This race is present on more than ten competion sites around the
world. One year and more of communication and visibility. Several
levels of partnership are possible, either exclusivity: branding, VIP
pass, private flights, etc.
Championship partnership
All kind of branding are possible: plane, clothes, materials,
communication tools, etc. Different levels of competition and
visibility: national, european and international.
Aerial Meeting partnership
FLV could run an aerobatic show wearing your branding to carry
your values and objectives (audience, localisation, etc.) Those
meetings occur all over the world and always attract many people.

Eventually, FLV can create your own exhibition or event around
flying to involve your team and give you a place near the stars :
private shows, pilot’s conference, private flights, etc.
*Whole presentation p18-19.
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THE PILOT

THE PILOT

FRANÇOIS LE VOT
FLYING EXPERT 30 podiums
6 Bronze medals
10 Silver medals
13 Gold medals
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PILOT TRAINING!
High level pilotage is a kind of Art. You need to be gifted, passionate,
and hard-working. François Le Vot comes from a family of pilots.
He sort of fell into it as a kid! From his early childhood he has
been fascinated by flying. Passion, always looking for perfection,
persistence drives him to success and he remains one of the
favourite future champions.
His only challenge: winning the Red Bull Air Race.

Thought, mental visualization and physical training
are part of his success.

His ideal training program:
Sport: 10 hours per week
Dietetics: 2,800 calories per day
Mental training: 2 hours per day
Flight: 150 hours per year

“It is physical. It requires a lot of concentration, like martial arts.”
François Le Vot
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THE PILOT

THE PILOT

INTERNATIONAL
RECOGNITION
At the end of his military career, François Le Vot started as an aerobatic
perfomer to become the World champion in 2013. Then he found a
new challenge, the most difficult competition: the RedBull Air Race. His
honours list is already incredible and he is among the favorites for the
following competitions.

2009

2013

Aerobatic World Champion
(Team)
Aerobatic French Vice
Champion

Aerobatic French Champion
Aerobatic World Champion

2011

AN EXCEPTIONAL
CAREER PATH
After graduating with honours, François Le Vot incorporated the French Air Force.
His particular abilities and hard work distinguished him faster. Twice fist-class
honours graduate of student-pilots class, he graduated as the best Air Force
student of 1992. His brilliant performances associated with his human qualities
brought him to the highest level. After 12 years as a fighter pilot and flight instructor,
he became the Air Force official pilot-ambassador the 12 following years, awarded
Chevalier de l’Ordre National du Mérite (Knight of the National Order of Merit.)
Since then he has been as a sport pilot, competiting in many aerobatic
championships, races and meetings.
That double training as a fighter pilot and aerobatic pilot makes him a formidable
opponent and the best partner!
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Aerobatic French Champion

2012
Aerobatic European
Vice Champion (Team)

2014
Aerobatic French Champion
Aerobatic European Champion
(Team)
European Champion Free-Unknown
Winner Durban Sky Grand Prix
3 Wins in Red Bull Air Race

2016
Bronze medal - Abu Dhabi Race

“It’s because of the others’ performances
that I always want to be better.”
François Le Vot
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FLV AÉROSPORTS

FLV AÉROSPORTS

A STRUCTURE
AT YOUR SERVICE
FLV Aérosports is a set of human and technical competences entirely dedicated
to François Le Vot and his partners’support. The complexity and international
standing of aerobatic mandate a proper structure which offers:
• Facilities: hangars and runways
• Planes: maintenance and covering
• Staff: mechanics and coaches
• Communication: public relations and partnershipss

“The strength of unity is the power of individual.”
François Le Vot

Every competition or meeting has to be meticulously prepared by the pilot and his
team. From the operational production, the representative mission, to the flight
execution each step is thinking, testing, checking and re-checking. The partner is
totally associated during all the process of the meeting or championship he chose
to be part of.
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THE TEAM
FLV’s success results from the quality of its team
members. All of them are passionate, very close and
great professionnals.
It is another asset of François Le Vot to be able to get
competent partners involved in his challenges.
He knows they are part of a positive environment to
perform and win!

Philippe Albérola - Team Manager
C.E.O of his Aeronautical company /
Pilot / Technician

François Hanne - Tactician
Fighter Pilot /
Test pilot in the French Air Force

Pierrick Arrighi – Physical coach
No doubt he’s the best in this domain. The last
2 world aerobatic champions were prepared by him.

Javis Allison - Technician
Chief of aeronautical maintenance
in Dallas, Texas
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FLV AÉROSPORTS

FLV AÉROSPORTS

COMPETITIVE
PLANES
Zivko EDGE 540 AIRCRAFT
In 2009-2010, Zivko improved Edge 540 and created a special Edge 540 for Red Bull Air Race,
code-name “Edge 540 V3”. There are only 5 models on earth!

Technical descriptions
Weight: 1170lbs (530kg)
Top speed: 422,4 km/h
Roll rate: 420 degrees per second
Max g : 12 g’s
Motor: lycoming ae10 540 exp
Cylinders: 6
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Construction: carbon fiber wings & steel tube fuselage
Wing profile: wingspan 24.4 feet (7.4 Metres)
Propellor: hartzell 3 blades composite
Autonomy: 350+ HP
Autonomie : 700 miles (1000km)
Conveying optima height : 2500m

Zivko EDGE 540 V3
3G Zivko Edge 540, V3 has been specially designed for the race. It has the same engine but its
shape is clearly more aerodynamic and it is lighter. The plane cut out for speed and in aerobatics.
François Le Vot will start the season with the old plane and then get this new one which should
clearly improve his already outstanding results!
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Aérodrome de Candillargues
34130 Candillargues
contact@francoislevot.com
www.francoislevot.com

